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Judges Nunez And Froessel

Honored At Alumni Dinner
BY CARMEN

Judge Emilio Numez

J: COGNETTA, JR.

RAFALKO SPEAKS

New York Law School's annual
alumni dinner was held recently
at the Statler Hilton Botel, Judge
Emilio Nunez was presented with
the 1972 Distinguished Alumni
.award, while a special award
was given to retir!ng board chairman Judge Froessel, Judge Sam
Rabin was the guest speaker.

Alumni President !-bn. Martin
Baron welcomed the alumni and
was followed by Dean Walter
Rafalko, who spoke to the alumni
concerning New York Law
School's present and future. Rafalko said the alumni can help
the school today by letting us
know about any job opportunities
for our current graduates. He
went on to say that, New York
Law School is turning out a quality law student.
Rafalko reported that from early results,
90o/o of last year's graduates
Another topic brought up at taking the New Jersey bar passed
the conference was the rising while lOOo/o of those taking the
Pennsylvania bar passed. Speakcosts of legal texts and study
aids. Fordham Law School feels ing of the new freshman class,
Rafalko stated that of2,900applithat it has solved the problem.
They've initiated a co-op book- cants, 519 were accepted, with
store whereby the SBA purchases 255 finally registered, and that
the required texts on a consign- the median LSAT score for both
ment basis from publishers and night and day schools was now
584.
'
then sells direct to the students.
In
accepting
the
Alumni
Award,
The average savings is about
$3.0o to $4.00 per book. Thus Judge Emilio Nunez, who has
a student by purchasing five served as a City Magistrate, Associate Justice of Court of Special
Sessions, Justice of the Supreme
Continued on page8

Students Discuss Common Problems
At law School Leaders Conference
THE PROBLEM ISMAINL Y
STUDENT APATHY ••• STUDENTS HA VE ABSOLUTELY NO
SAY ONFACULTY TENURE OR
HilUNG••• OUR INTELLIGENCE
IS INSULTEDANDOURDIGNITY
DEMEANED
BY THE FACULTY.
Such statements could most
probably be heard by griping students complaining about some
problem or condition of New
York !...aw School. These words,

ference felt C.L.E. was needed,
but only a few actually had
viable C.L.E. programs.
Brooklyn Law School is
scratching the surface whereby
students are working on Landlord Tenant matters in Bedford
Stuyvesant and an inmate suit
at the Brooklyn !-buse of Detention.
St. Johns Law School has a
program in the Criminal Courts
similar

to our Judicial Assist-

ance Bureau. !-bwever, that is
however, do not come from any the extent of their C.L.E. exstudent here at NYLS, but rather
posure.
are paraphrased remarks passed
In contrast, the University of
by various student government Connecticut has a budget of
leaders at an LSD roundtable $70,000 for C.L.E. - - $35,00
discussion in Albany earlier this from the school which is matched
semester. The idea of the con- by a grant from the Ford Founference was an informational
dation.
interchange between the stuIt was resolved at the condent leaders of the different· ference that for C.L.E. to belaw schools in the 2nd circuit.
come a reality, law school adHeading the list of priorities
ministrations must support it,
for most of the student spokesand then the Appellate Court
men was Clinical Legal Edu- must approve and countenance
cation - getting away from the
it.
As to this issue, Lorin
classroom and casebook and into
Duckman
SBA President of
streets and courts to practice
N.Y.L.S. was pessimistic over
what has been preached.
All
support of further C.L.E. by
the schools attending the con= our administration.

Interview With

both methods being increasingly
combined in the same curriculum at law schools.
The authors also noted a decided trend tovards specialization similar to what has already
occurred in the medical profession. For example, the orthopedist will not, under ordinary
circumstances, operate to remove a gall bladder. The legal
specialists
undoubtedly would
limit their practice to their specialty also.
Thus, the layman
will find himself increasingly
referred to a legal specialist,
who has more training, exper dse and experience to handle
his particular legal problem. If
this trend in the legal profession follows the pattern that has
already
taken
place in the
medical profession, the general
legal practitioner \dll follow in
the path of · his disappearing
counterpart in the medical profession.

Division
1st Department,
thanked everyone who made this
award possible and stated that
he accepted the award with complete h umillty,
Judge Charles Froessel was
presented with an award from the
alumni with the inscription, "Presented to Judge F roessel with
deep appreciation of the observance of his 80th birthday. '"In
accepting the award Froessel
stated that he enjoyed his 60
years with New York Law School
first as a student, then librarian,
board member and Chairman for
the past 16 years. ~went on
to say that there was much work
still to be done. Newly elected
Board Chairman John Thornton
said to Judge Froessel that no
one had contributed more than
he to the success and growth
of New York Law School.
GUEST SPEAKER
Guest speaker Judae Sam Rabin
is a graduate of Cornell Unl•
Continued on page2

John V. Thornton:

More Seminars And Clinical Courses Due
BY ALAN SCHWARTZ

When Judge Froessel retired
some weeks ago as Chairman
of the Board of Trustees of
New York Law School, he was
succeeded in that crucial position by Mr. John V. Thornton,
49, a Board member for ten
years, recently its Vice-Chair-

Report On Legal Education:
Lawyers To Specialize More
By STEVEN PUGLIESE
A recently published report
sponsored by the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education,
titled New Directions in Legal
Education, reviewed the history
of American legal education with
its
emphasis on the case
system of study.
The report was written bv two
professors from the Stanford Law
School,
and was ;;; somewhat
critical
of the ca~~ system
method of legal study. The report conceded that the case
system was valuable and interesting for the first year law
student.
After the first Year
though, it became dull and ;epettnve, according to the report,
The authors, however, stopped
far short of advocating the elimination of the case system
altogether.
As for alternatives, the authors
do not believe that the clinical
approach can replace the case
system, although they foresee

i Court and presently as an Assodate Justice of the Appellarrt

The authors therefore propose
that the nation's law schools
adapt themselves to this trend
of specialization. One way this
can be accomplished is to offer
second year law students intensive courses and internships
in the various legal specialties.
Consequently, students would become specialized in law school
rather than afterwards in practice as is now the case for many
attorneys.

man, and once Judge Froessel's
Law Secretary. Mr. Thornton
graduated magna cum laude from
St. John's in 1944, receiving
his law degree four years later
from Yale. Sirtte then. he has
served as, among other things.
Counsel to the Judiciary Com mittee of the 1967 New York State
constitutional convention. a National
Panel
Member of the
American Arbitration Associa lion, President of the Bronxville Village School Board, Adjunct Professor of Law at NYU.
Associate Dean of New York
Law School
(1964-69),
and
Assistant General - Counsel of
Consolidated Edison.
He has
also authored many law review
articles.
Interviewed by EQUIT AS in his
modern office, smartly punctuated by leafy potted plants and
abstract paintings, and overlooking the melancholy autumn
bustle of Union Square from the
Con Ed tower where he is VicePresident for Rates and Revenues.
Mr. Thornton
spoke
thoughtfully
and expansivelv
about his past experience. present activities. and future plans.

First, the school has been put
on a sound financial basis - a
mundane but basic issue, since
a quality institution cannot be
run without money. We now
have an excellent physical plant
and a new building which we
are currently renting to tile
city temporarily, ready for expansion.
"In addition, faculty salaries
are now in line with those in
other law schools, and we have
raised substantial funds for future development.
Academically ." continued Mr. Thornton.
"we
have.
during
Judge
Froessel's years here. achieved
permanent
accreditation from
the ABA. an improved record
of success on bar examinations.
and a remarkable improvement
-in the level of the student body Continued on page6

FROESSEL 's CONTRIBUTION
The authors also predict a
rise in the so-called paraprofessionals, who, with special
training, will perform duties not
requiring a complete legal education. These duties would in•
elude the drafttnc of contracts
for the sale of realty and the
settlement of insurance claims
although they would not be
strictly l imlted to the se a reas,

Succeeding Judge Froessel
was a highly challenging responsibility, Mr. Thornton said.
"The Judge's contributions have
been so numerous and important
that it's difficult to sum them
up in a brief interview. The .
period
of Judge
Froessels
tenure has been one of extensive growth and development.
John V. Thornton
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Ruski~ Resigns City Post
Returns To Private Practice
BY JOSEPH KAHN
A ND LEONARD KATZ
Mayor Lindsay recently announced the resignation of City
Investigation
Commissioner
Robert K. Ruskin, who is returning to private law practice.
At the same time, Lindsay
named
Ruskin's successor,
Special Asst. U. s. Attorney
Nicholas Scopetta, who is now
investigating corruption charges
in the criminal justice system
for u. s. Attorney Whitney N'.>rth
Seymour Jr.

Judge Edward Thompson swearing in Dr. Lorraine Miller
to new housing court council.

Dr. Miller Appointed To
Housing Court Council

Amid growing criticism of recent appointments to the new
Advisory Council of the Civil
Court's Housing Part, Justice
Edward Thompson, Adrninistrative Judge of the Court~today
swore in Dr. LorraineD.Miller,
as the 14th and final member.
In announcing the appointment
he said:
.. Dr. Miller holds a JSD and
LL.M. in Housing Law, is the
author ofthestatutesettingupthe
new
comprehensive housing
court, served as an unpaid consultant on housing to NYSAssembly Minority Leader Stanley
Steingut and is now Specfal Courisel and is familiar with every
facet of this complex field
through 20 years of practice.
She is knowledgeable not only
about problem buildings, but also
brings a unique expertise in
Mitchell - Lama law to the
Council. Author of 'Revolutionary Milestones in the Law of
Lnadlord & Tenant', she is a
former Asst. Corporation Counsel of the City of N. Y. and has
served as SPecial Counsel on
Housing & Urban Affairs to the
President of the NYC Council.
Because she is totally conversant, with the concept, philosophy,
argfunents and positions of the
respective segments of our population, and was able to weave all
of those into this landmark legtsiation, and enlist the sponsorship of 69 legislators across a
broad spectrum of economic and
political philosophies, we believe
she will be a vital force in advancing the respective contentions of all sides.
We are
pleased, indeed, that she was
willing to assume this burden.
OTHER MEMBERS
The Advisory Council is
chaired by former Justice Bernard Botein and is composed of
2 real estate and 2 tenant representatives, 2 bar association
delegates, 2 civic organization
spokesmen and 4 from the public
at large, Dr. Miller will be a
public -member. Additionally, the
Council has one appointment
made bv the lvlayor and NYS
Commr., Chas. Urstadt is also
a member under the Bill which
passed the ·1972 Legislature.
ALUMNI LUNCHEON
TO BE HELD
The Alumni Association
has announced that its
Annual Luncheon will be
held during the New York
State Bar Association Week
on Friday. January 26.
1973. The luncheon will
be held at the Hotel Americana of New York. Royal
Box Suite.
Reservations
for the
Luncheon will be Sl2.50
per person (S6.25 for students).

For further details contact Judy Gomperts. New
York Law School. W063500 x-56.

Its

prime

sponsors
were
R. Gunning
(R-C Queens), Assemblyman
Seymour Posner (D-L Bronx).
Sen. Roy Goodman (R-Manh.).
and Sen. Thos. Laverne (RRoch.) Tenant and relay groups
have both been critical in recent
weeks of the appointees for alleged lack of expertise •• Justice Thompson said that Dr.
Miller will call the shots as
she sees them for the benefit
of the people of the City and
with a remarkable background
of expertise in the field.
The concept of the Housing
Court was contained in Dr.
Miller's thesis which she wrote
while at New York Law School.

Scoppetta began his career on
the staff of District Attorney
.Frank Hogan. He was a counsel
for the Knapp Commission.

Assemblyvoman

dismissals of city personnel and
the indictment and conviction
Ruskin is joining the law firm of individuals and companies Inof Baer & Marks, 70 Pine St., volved in corruption and fraud.
In 1969, Ruskin in a joint
as a senior partner.
In resigning, Ruskin had high investigation with Bronx District
praise for his deputy, David Attorney Burton Roberts exposed
1
Dorsen, whom he recommended a $'2 million Medrcald fraud into Lindsay as his successor. ; volving the Rugbyfactoringfirm.
The company's principals and
Lindsay, however, named Secpetta, although he acknowledged five city officials were indicted.
that Dawson would have been a
good commissioner.
" I had to make a difficult
'choice;'Lindsay said.
Continued from page 1
JOINING LAW FIRM

ALUMNI DINNER

STARTED AS U.S. AIDE

1~··••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·~·

I

CLASS OF 1971

OBITUARIES

JOHN LOPRESTI is a Law
Assistant to Judge James D.

CHESTER A. SMITH ('59)died
September 30, 1972. Mr. Smith
served as official stenographer
in the Supreme Court, Ninth Judicial District for 47 years. He
was graduated from NYLS at the
age of 75. Mr. Smith often espouser, unpopular causes and was
parti ular ly critical of spending
by ci. '{officials. A plaque honoring him, the only memorial of its
kind, was erected in City Hall
by some of those he criticized
most.

Hopkins,

Appellant

Div:ision

(Brooklyn).
While a student at
NYLS. Mr. LoPresti
was a
member of Phi Delta ·Phi and
the Student Faculty Curriculum
Committee.
QUENTIN
STEWART has
joined the legal department of
Home Insurance Company as a
trial attorney,
He was with
the claims department for approximately two years prior to
this new appointment and during
his attendance at NYLS.

DOMINICK R. PELUSO ('52)
died October 17, 1972 of cancer
at the age of 46. Mr. Peluso
began a newspaper career in
1942 and rose from copy boy to
city hall correspondent for The
News.
In 1952, Mr. Peluso
became
an assistant United
States Attorney (Southern District). He was also assistant to
Frank O'Connor former City
Council president, and Abraham
Beame. controller. In January
1972 he became counsel to the
Queens Public Administrator.
Mr. Peluso was a past president of Inner Circle. an organization of political writers. and
director of its Lampoon show.
He was a past secretary of the
New York Press Club.

'

~L COHEN an employee of
IBM for the past seven years is
currentlv a marketing representative selling IBM products to
the courts and legal community.
MARVIN KRAMER is a Law
Assistant
to Judge Henry J.
Latham Appellant Div. (Second
Dept.). While a studentatNYLS.
Mr. Kramer was the Book Review Editor of Law Review.
Editor in Chief of Transcript
(the former Phi Delta Phi publication).
and Phi
Delta Phi
Brother of the Year for l 9il.
Following a leave of absence
for service in the .Army Reserves. he worked as a law
clerk for Gottesman. Wolgel.
Smith and Secunda in 1969.

WALTER G. WINNE ('12) a
former Bergen County prosecutor who was indicted and cleared of misconduct charges in
1951 died October 15 at the
age of 83.
Mr. Winne was a
former
state assemblyman.
United States Attorney for New
Jersey. Bergen County Counsel
and Prosecutor and president
of the N. J. State Bar Association in 19.Ji.

CLASS OF 1970

FR ..\);K DI :i.I..\RCO has been
with the firm of Lifshutz and
Kahn since his employment there
as a law clerk in 1968: he is
currentlv an associate attorney
S..\L TZl\lA!\, BERK.\RD ('.J'.::)
l\!IL TOl\, l\!l'RR.\ Y 1\1. (''.::,1)
Rl'BI?\, D..\ \"ID(''.::,')
STEPHEl\S, FR.\:\CIS X, JR. ('~S)
ROSE:\BERG, JOSEPH ('0-)
--

pa~~
oor b~g~to
deal iocr~e
with thesei11 increases.
He ended by asking The legal
community to join with the judiciary in workinu for a legal
system that is .the foundation
of an orderly and just society.
Other dtstinaulshed guests at
the dinner included Congressman
Ma rIo Biagul,
Judges Norman

1

NY LS A I um n i News

EQUT ..\S
notes the recent
deaths of the following alumni:
FRED EIS:\ER , ·31 '· D ..\:\IEL
..\l"STER 1 ·25•. HO:\. '.\1..\LDWl:\
'.\!. FERTIG 1·10·· .. .\LEX..\:\DER
REICH'.\!..\:\ 1 ·351. and LEO R.
'.\IITTLDI..\:\, '26'.
------------- --

verslty, New York University Law
School and in June 1972 received
a Docto r of Laws from New York
Law. School.
I-£ is currently
the presiding Justice of the
Appellate Division 2nd Department. Judge Rabin spoke of the
present attack upon the Court
system stating that the Courts
have now been made the fall
guys for all the ills of society.
I-£ spoke of the lack of money
in the Court system, citing the
fact that 40 times as much is
spent on policeasonthesecou,s.
I-£ went on to say that as the
police budget increases - so dill
arrests. Therefore there is an
increase in the work load of the
courts,
prison and probation
systems. But jhere is no com-

Ruskin, who was graduated
from New York Law School in
1950, began his public career
LAUDED BY MAYOR
as an assistant U. s. Attorney
in 1953 and, in 1959, took over
The Mayor said he was acas chief counsel to the State
cepting
Ruskin's resignation
Investigation Commission. I-£
from the highly sensitive post
became a Deputy Investigation
with deep regret and lauded
Commissioner for the city in
him for doing an outstanding
job.
1966. In 1969 he was appointed
to the investigation spot by Mayor
Ruskin, who wi.s appointed by
the Mayor in 1969, is quitting Lindsay, succeeding the Mayor's
appointee,
Arnold G.
the $37,500-a-year job because first
of economic reasons.
In his Fralrnan, now a State Supreme
Court Justice.
letter to Lindsay he called his
In the nearly three years he
years as
commissioner"the
has been in the top job he has
most satisfying ones of my enlaunched
many investigations
tire professional life."
which have resulted in dozens of

working in general practice. Mr.
Di Marco was a member of Phi
Delta Phi and editor of its newspaper. The Transcript.

Fe ltc.,

DANTE P. MONGlARDO has re-

Seymour

Fier,

Benjamin

Gilman, Daniel Gutman, Francis
Murphy, Jr., Joseph F. Peri·
conl, Ruth Warters Reich, Ernst
Rosenberger,
Nicholas Tsoucalas, Joel Tyler, and Florence
Zimmerman.

cently been appointed an Assistant Prosecutor for the Passaic
County Prosecutor· s Office in
New Jersey. He will be assigned
to the appellate section.

Law Forum Plans New Issues;
Otters Subscription To Alumni
The Law Fon1111 is looking forward to the publication before
Christmas of its Symposium on
Japanese Business Law, highlighting problems for Io relcn investors. This issue is dedicated
to Hon. Char les W. Froessel, on
the occasion of his retirement
as Chairman of the Board of
Trustees.
During
Judge
Froessel's
tenure, the Law
Forum has made substantial steps
forward, and we great ly appreciate his assistance.
NEW ISSUES
The Forum anticipates creat
interest in our third issue for
this year, a Symposium on SPorts

Law, and its fourth issue, which
will treat a variety of subjects,
Iucludina the Fed era 1 Criminal
Procedure Code, Zoning, Correction of Fraudulent Advertisements, and Taxation of Charttable Aunuitv and Unitrusts,
We would. like to remind each
student that he is entitled to a
copv of the Forum, available in
Roo"m G04, the Fonun office.
We would also like to encourage
Alumni to subscribe to the Forum,
and EQUITAS publishes a form
below for this purpose.
Any
interested A \umni should fill out
the slip and mail it to the N. Y.
Law Forum, New York Law
School, 5'7 Worth Street., New
York, N. Y. 10013.

---.i---·--

I
I

I

I
I

I

name
address

_

city & state
Bill me at:----------------------PLEASE NOTE: Foreign subscnptlo.ns are $11.00 per year by surface
mail. If airmail is desired, please remit $14.00 per year. If a lu~scrobehr.
wishes to discontinue the New York Lae Forum at the expiration of_ IS
subscription, notice to that effect should be sent to the_Bus1neu Ed,1tor:
otherwise, it 1s assumed that continuation o~ the su~scro~t1on 1s c!esir!!d.
Subscriptions are accepted on a Volume basis, starting with the first issue.,

--------

'

-I

Gentlemen:
Please enter my name as a subscriber to the New '(ork Law
Forum for
years, at $10.00 per year. Enclosed is my
check for$
. Issues shoulc be mailed to the following
address (please be sure to include your proper zip code):

-,-s-ig-n-ed_)

_

I
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SBA PRESIDENT---------,

The Power Game
"---------------By
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LORIN
DUCKMAN

A Day With The D.A.

Ass't DA's Require Skill And Swe-at
BY ALAN SCHWARTZ

Rollo May in his new book
cisms received after the publiPOWER AND INNOCENCE lists
cation of my last article. I was
After graduating from NYU
five different kinds of power
asked how I could criticize the Law School in 1971, Robert M.
exercised by us individually and
school (exploitative). Did I not Schlanger spent a year as an
collectively. They are: exploirealize that without the school's
Assistant Attorney General of
tative, 1manipulative, competicertification I would not be per- Alaska.
The atmosphere in
tive nutrient and integrative.
mitted to take the bar (maniJuneau was challenging, if chilly,
Whiie the existence of these dispulative)? Why don't you just but somewhat less hectic and
parate powers is inevitable, their
· work in the library for ten hours volatile than that which he en·positive uses are not.
a day and forget about the legal countered within the decepively
Simply taken,
exploitative
advantages you are not. receivdrab walls of 155 Leonard Street,
power is used when one with
ing (competitive)? The school headquarters of Manhattan DA
power subjects one without power
·is doing its best to educate you Frank Hogan -and his staff, one
and is identified with force. The
(nutrient). And finally, bring
of the biggest, busiest, and most
one subjugated has no choice
the complaints to the Student elaborately-organized prosecuand is denied spontaniety of ex- . Faculty Alumni Committee (inte- torial operations in the nation.
presssion under threats of nongrative).
being.
For example, speak
Certainly it is painful forproIn his small 9th-floor office,
against the inadequacies of the
ressor-s or even the Dean to hear
his large old wooden desk reaschool and cease to be a member
criticisms cast at their instisonably aclutter with numerous
of the school.
tution.
I feel they ignore the papers, files, and records of_
1-\sslstant D.A. Robert Schlanger
Manipulative power is power
fact that my comments are aimed/cases in various stages of readi- 11
grabbed out of necessity to proat strengthening rather than des- ness, Mr. Schlanger talked of the :prosecutor's role to weed them out
overcrowding and delay, the pace
tect a weak ontology and exertroying the school.
I am not experience and insight he has .before tragedy occurs. The
of this stage of the criminalcised over those who have bedoing them a favor by informing gained on the job.
public may often Jose sight of
justice ] stem is fluid and excome members of their own
them that certain classes are
this fact, but our office is very
peditious:
Mr. Schlanger rec
free will (thus denying to those
a waste of time or that certain
much aware of it."
ported that on a recent single
members further exercise of this
professors have alienated stuEXPLAINS ROLE
Walking briskly down a wide
day he alone had presented 12
freedom of
-cholcej
For
dents.
I don't ask that the
corridor toward one of the many
cases to the Grand Jury. There
example, "America, love it or
·
th
bo
k
di
"The
prosecutr's
role
is
not
faculty be fired or e o s isGrand Jury rooms, Mr. Schlauare 12 other· A.D.A.'s (out of a
leave it," or, "No one forced
't th
t
t
only
one
of
advocacy,"
he
was
d
d
regar ed. I on
rea ens uger added,. "We don't want to
total of 150) doing similar work.
you to attend this law school,"
dent strikes or student ~isrup- quick to emphasize, "butinvolves
lose convictions which are imYet this intriguing and edifyManipulative power may be used
tion. I only question the edu- a quasi-judicial function.
A
portant to protect the public,
ing
position is only one of several
constructively but it presupposes
cational product as any informed
prosecutor must always realize
of course, but we represent the
which the Assistant DA must
that those upon whom it is being
that
he's
dealing
with
people,
h
uld
consumer s o .
people in every sense of the
fill in his or her asic fourexercised are limited or in·
some of whom are innocent, and
student government, especiword, and the people are not
year commitment to. the job.
capa' le of functioning without
ally the Student Faculty Alumni get caught up in a system beserved by the conviction of an
One begins by working for
it.
Committee, is ineffective. There
yond their control.
It's the
innocent man."
several months in the "Complaint
Competitive power is power
is no cooperative power between
1 n th e Grand Jury rooms , the·
sure to an unwilling and despeBureau," including much time in
against another. "In its negative
students
and
administration.
rately
needing
student
popu"A.D.A.'s"
each day present
the dingy, bustling office where
form it consists of one person
Stude nts are coerced into cofac ts , w itnesses , and evidence
lation, who have been forced
· all accusatory instruments are
going up not because of _anything
·operation
to
satisfy
the
elements
not
to
care
or
cooperate.
to
the various pan~ls of promidrawn up, and where most comhe does or any merit he has,
of due process. The admlntsnent citizens for their cons1d~ra1 don't have to be patronized
plainants first go with their.probut because his opponent goes
tration may easily isolate theminto believing that I'm not a-; tion. Al.I Grand Jury proceedrngs
blems. Even after one goes on
down. . . This may be the kind
selves
by silencing critics; lawyer and that I need school. The 1 are strictly private, and even
to another rung on the A.D.A.
of power present in student rival(mardnulate),
by i;dVifll!.
critics
\aw sc\\oo\ m.\l.s\rei.\ecl \\\e \\i~b. \b.e \Wosec\l.tors
are not \)resent
"C:'!-J d..u.ce \...<:'l. \.\.\..~
q,,~~d-'.--~ s.~s\..~~ ..
training
ladder, he will have to
low grades {co=pecltlve).
or
moral principles that humankind
when the group votes, after each
lffctrpromores aesrrucuve perput in .some time here again,
fortifying the need that critics
is heir to. The rhetoric is over.
presentment, on whether to hand
sonal influences directly counter
often tluring inconvenient
but
have for learning a legal system
Talk in this school is an object
down an indictment. The staff
to whatever impulses students
crucial evening hours.
they know. little about (nutrient).
of futility. Exams are the rreat
knows when to go in with the
have toward mutual· caring and
To those on the outside, they
equalizer (exploitative).
Pronext case only after the Jury
cooperation."
In a 'positive
FURTHER RESPONSIBILITY
will continue to give a picture
fessors - - don't overdo its
Foreman sounds a buzzer, indisense, it injects dynamism into
of legal tranquility.
To those
exercise. We can afford to dirty
eating that a decision has been
static systems so long as winning
The next step for an A.D.A.
on the inside they will supply
our nest because we have the reached.
This signal is heard
doesn't become the sole reason
is the Indictment Bureau, of
the rudiments.
But the procapability to clean it.
in the adjoining office, known
for being.
which Mr. Schlanger is now a
as the "Witness Room," where
Nutrient power is power for the viding will be done under presmember. After gaining valuable
other. "It is the power that is
those who must testify about that
experience in proper and orderly
given by one's
care for the
day's cases -- including eyecase construction and presenother. . .At its best, teaching
witnesses, technical experts, and
tation, he will go on to the Cri- .
Carney, its chairman, seeks to arresting police officers -- wait
is a good example."
A proby SAL BATE
minal Courts Bureau, where the
develop student skills in legal to be called.
fessor lawyer wants to aid others
young lawyer confronts the deresearch, writing, and appellate
to be lawyers.
New York Law handily demanding situations of arraignadvocacy, as well as increasing
Integrative
power is power
f eated Rutgers University Law
SERIOUS BUSINESS
ment, where the defendant is
the understanding of appellate
with another person, aiding and
School at Camden in the 23rd
formally charged and where bail
legal processes.
It is hoped
assisting
an already present
Annual
National Moot Court
There is a dynamic quality to
and a date for a preliminary
that many students will enter this room, an air of smooth proCompetition held at the Associapower.
Pure exercise of this
hearing are set, and the prenext sprfngts competition.
A fessionalism almost unnerving
tion of the Bar of the City of
power allows the ruled to inliminary hearing, where a court
strong and winning team can to the inexperienced observer,
New York on Thursday, N:>fluence the rulers without threat
officially determines whether a
only enhance the reputation of what with
vember 2nd. 1:-bwever, further
to the class system.
home-made guns,
prima facie case has been esthe school. As it stands now, death-bearing
hopes
for advancement were
bullets, stolen
tablished, against the defendant,
many observers agree,the New money,
AN ANSWER, NOT AN EXCUSE erased when defeat came at the
containers of illicit
whose case will then be held
York Law student receives far dnf~s, and sullen, fidgety withands of NYLS' perennial ne· for Grand Jury action.
Mistoo little practical experience nes~:P.s - - the very stuff of crime,
I write of these powers in
mesis, Fordham, in the second
demeanor trials are also held
in
the
important
area
of
brief
response to, not defense of,-criti- round of Regional Competltlon;
headlines. and someone· s traat this level. As Mr. Schlanger
writing
and oral argument, gedy -- being casually checked
· New York Law was ably reput it, "The Indictment Bureau
Proper
preparation
and
practice
presented by Michael _Newton
and processed, awaiting their
teaches you the Penal Law, and
and
Harry Winderman, both . for the challenges of trial work respective cases.
While the
how to recognize a valid prima
can
only
benefit
the
student
and
third-year day students, and by
courts and the prisons have
his or her future clients.
, Larry· Solotoff, a fourth-year
iong suffered the problems of
Continued on page 6
evening student. These students
Recently released New
were among the top three advoJersey bar examination recates in the intramural Moot
sults show New York Law
Court Board competition held
School students scoring alast spring, thus winning the
bove the state average. New
right and prfvilege of representYork Law School had a
ing New York Law School in this
90% passage margin while
year's National Competition. One
the state average stands
of the requirements for selecat 86.3%.
tion is that the student must
These figures may be
be in his or her final year.
further broken down to
It is felt that the senior is
show that 14 day students
in
a more knowledgeable positook the test while 12
tion to adequately handle the
passed. The night division
more complex legal questions
scored a perfect 6 for 6.
posed by the panel of judges.
It was also reported that
3 New York Law School
graduates took the PennSKil..LS
DEVELOP
HELPS
sylvania bar exam and that
all 3 have passed.
The School's lvloot Court Board
On the New Jersey bar
is under the helpful guidance of
exam Rutgers had a 9300
Professor Andrew Simak, the
passing rate, while the SeSchool's Librarian.
The Moot
ton Hall figure was SOC(.
Court Program, according to Pat

Moot Court Team Def eats Rutgers

90% PASS
N.J. BAR_

---~...................

--....*"-~- ...................... ------

Celebrate Christmas & New Year's With Us

1442 .THIRD AVE. I BET. 81st-82nd STS.
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LAW SCHOOL SCHEDULI
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By SAL BATE and JIM PAGANO

FAREWELL AND WELCOME
Along with students, faculty, alumni, staff and friends of New York Law
School, EQUIT AS extends to Judge
Charles W. Froessel our deeply-felt
thanks and best wishes as he relinquishes the reins of formal leadership.
His contributions to the development
of this school (and, we might add, of
this newspaper), his unswerving dedication to its improvement in every
area both physical and academic-these have been myriad, fundamental,
and unique.
Acthe same time, we welcome Mr.
John V. Thornton to his challenging
duties as the new Chairman of the
Board of Trustees. As he himself acknowledges in an interview elsewhere
in this issue, his predecessor's great
work is a tough act to follow, but after a decade of service of his own on

~e Board, Mr. Thornton seems ready,
mdeed anxious, for the rigors and rewards of the job.
Still, even in welcome, the constructively Critical Eye does not drowse.
While we _are on the subject of being
anxious over a new job, we
must add that scores of NYLS seniors feel that way, too. We therefore suggest that a crucial priority
for the new Administration be the expansion of our Placement services.
As Chairman Thornton recoqnizes in
the previously-mentioned interview,
"the job market for young lawyers
is much more difficult that it was a
few years ago." We hope that this
understanding of the problem will
translate into further effort in this
critical area of student concern.

B_egin Fall
·semester
Sept. 5
Holidays
Given Off
3
Columbus
Day 1Cl/19 NO
Veteran's
Day 10/23 NO
Election
Day 11/7
YES
Thanksgiving
11/23-11/24 YES
M.L.King
Day 1/15
NO
Religious
Days
Sept.18
Xmas
Recess
12/22-1/2
Last Day
Dec.22
Exams
1 4-1/18
Intersession 1/19-1/29
egm prmg
Sem11ster
Jan. 29
J
Holidays
Given Off
3
Washington's
y
B'day 2/19 YES
Spring
Recess
4/13-4/23
Easter
NO
Memorial
y
Day 5/28
YES
Religious
Day
NO
N
Last Day
May 21
M
Exams
5/24-6/7
6
*9/5 first year, 9/-7 second y
*** 1/22 first year, 1/24 seco

Have you .ever wondered \\by
your friend at Columbia Law
is working for the summer full
time by May 12? Why couldn't
you enjoy a three day weekend
for Columbus Illy as your
Brooklyn Law, Fordham Law,
or even St. John's Law counterpart did?
The name of the
game is scheduling of the academic calendar.
The Judiciary Law, Section
520.4, (i) Instructional Requirement sub (d) calls for 16 weeks
per semester including examinations. How the requirement is
met is based upon the discretion
of the respective law school
administrations. From a survey
of metropolitan law schools, one
finds that no two schedules are
exactly alike in form or content.
There is a limited degree of
latitude in scheduling the academic calendar. For instance,
in the fall semester, St. John's
students receive six holidays,
including two religious ones,
whereas Columbia and Hofstra
students enjoy only twoholidays.
NYU receives January 15 as a
holiday to honor the memory of
Martin Luther King.
STUDENT ROLE Lilv11TED

CLINICAL EDUCATION:
POTENT WEAPON lN THE FIGHT FOR JOBS
More younq lawyers tt.a.n ever be-

fore are looking for jobs at the time
when both private firms and government agencies have severely curtailed
hiring. Question: what can NYLS students do to put themselves in a more
competitive position in a most competitive situation?
Clinical education programs are the
answer. Some critics say that time
spent in clinical education programs
would be at the expense of learning
substantive law. This need not be true
of a well set-up clinical program. As
a matter of fact, most people remember abstract rules and principles better when they are embedded in a concrete situation. Students who have
worked
in the Administration of
Criminal Justice or JAB programs.
or who have worked for private firms
can testify to the fact that when they
were working on actual cases, they
learned a lot of law. They tended to
read cases more carefully when they
were researching a point on which
an actual result depended than when
they had read them in class. Furthermore, they remembered what they
had learned.
Thus clinical education programs
are suggested not as a substitute for
learning substantive law, but as a
tool for helping the student learn and
remember more substantive law and
for guiding him to a more profound
understanding of its principles.
To be a good lawyer involves a
knowledge of procedure-and strategy--as well as substance. NYLS
should be able to produce graduates
who know how to write a motion paper, a convincing memorandum of
law, and who know how to prepare
witnesses.
This sort of knowledge can best be

ga'meO. 'm a. practical setting. NYLS,

which is near all the courts and a
great many private· law firms, is in an
ideal position to become a school re.nowned ~ for the breadth and excellence of its clinical programs.
NYLS has made a fine beginning
with its Administration of Criminal
Justice program. Perhaps this program
could be expanded to a year instead
of a semester. Couldn't a similar program in Civil Procedure be set up?
The possibility of receiving some class
credit for a clerkship might be investigated as a possible means of involving night students in clinical education programs.
Of course, each student who went
to work for either a private firm . or a
governmental agency through such a
clinical education program could become a kind of "guarantor" for the
success of the program. If he behaved
irresponsibly, the credibility of the
entire program would be weakened.
However, since such things as recommendations and the possibility of
a permanent job are on the line, it is
very evident that it is in each student's
most profound self-interest to perform creditably.
In short, the aims of an expanded
clinical education program are twofold: as an aid to the deeper understanding of substantive law; and in
the creation of graduates outstanding
for their knowledge and grasp of the
complex iegal procedures that are
needed to make the rights guaranteed
by substantive law a reality.
· We could make our graduates among the most sought-after by private law firms and government by exposing them to massive doses of practical legal experience through clinical
education programs.

Speaking with S.B.A. representatives
at some of these
schools, one may conclude that
there is virtually little student
participation in this Important
area. While the degree of such
participation varies, the extent
of student involvement is at best

testing date is May 11,
is June 7, The conclus
be drawn is that a NYL
dent is placed at an ad
disadvantage in the pe
summer job search. h sh
be noted that Columbia w
only metropolitan area law

somewhere between a token obse.rve.r" s

role

and

surveyed

an advlsory

before

one.
From the accompanyingchart,
one can clearly visualize, in a
comparison of NYLS and Columbia Law School, that: (l.)both
schools begin classes on September 5; (2) NYLShas three
holidays,
Columbia, two; (3)
Columbia has 15 weeks of classes
and one week of exsms, NYLS
has sixteen weeks of classes,
two weeks of exams; (4) NYLS's
last day of the fall semester
is January 18, Columbia, December 23.
COLUMBIA
EARLY

co ca crmzere .f.tnaL

the Christmas

One calendar poses an in
ting innovation. At St.
the administration has ins
a staggered system of be
and ending classes for t
semester. For example, c
beginning on September
December 14, and class
ginning September 13, e
cember 20. As of this w
their sp ring-. calendar i
undetermined, as this pr
is experimental and only
initial phase.
The data in the chart
the most part, self'-expla
The reader is invited t
the chart, make cornpar
and infer what he will
the relative meritsofthesel
duling systems.

SEMESTER ENDS

Even. more alarming is the
fact that in the disproportionate
spring semester, Columbia's last
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G: NYLS ON PAR WITH OTHERS
ROOKLYN
pt. 7

ES

NE
n.25

s

s

NYU

FORDHAM

HOFSTRA

Sept. 21

Sept. 11

Sept. 11

3

3

2

6

2

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

YES

NO

YES

YES

NO

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

Sept.18

Nov.1,Dei;.8

NO

ST.JOHN'S

t.5

12123-116

12/20-1/2

12121·

12122-113

Jan. 13
1 16-1126
1127-213

DeG. 19
113-1120
1120-1128

OeG. 21
118-1/19
1/20-1128

Dei;.2
114-1117
1118-1/22

Falls during
int r
Dei;.8
12/18-12/23**
12/24-1114

Feb.5

Jan.29

Jan. 29

Jan.22** * ,Jan.24

Jan. 15

3

2

3

4

YES

YES

YES

YES

NO

3126-3131
NO

NO
4/18-4124.

NO
4118-4/29

NO
4118-4129

3111-3118
NO

YES

NO

YES

YES

NO

NO
NO
NO
A ril 31
Not deter.
Ma 18
Ma 18
.Ma 4
Not. deter.
512-5118
5/21-6/1
5/21-6/1
ar **Reading wk. 12/11-12/15
d year ****4127 upper Glasses, 5/4 first year *****5/11 upper i;la558s, 5/15 lower i;lalills

Reporter's
After analyzing all the data for the scheduling reports,
I have come to the conclusion that New York Law
School's calendar is approxi-

="'
cess,

=areJy equal

ereshn's,
ituted
nning
e fall
asses
, end
s bed~ltlng,
still
gram
in its
, for
tory,
read
sons,
about
sche-

QUIT AS:

Please in future interviews
!th prominent individuals, ask
iis question:
The municipal unions wield
ast power by their sheer weight
' numbers and mass clout they
an cripple the Qty by a strike.
hey can terrorize a City by
1e threat of a stlke, In effect,
tis is Svstematlc Mob Rule
y Violen~e. \Vhat do you think
e should do about this? wnat
) YOU think of the Tavlor law
hfch coverns this matter?
rm sure vou can see the Surerne
hnportance of my
uestlon, Thank you.
11artln \\'olfson
We will !)

ro

!'hat' o/ all

other area law schools with
the exception of Columbia,
which has the only radically
different schedule in the area.
NYLS students attend
classes a week longer than
Columbia Law School students. Some feel that this
extra time places us in a serious disadvantage
in the
spring semester, i.e., job-market-wise. It should be noted
here that Columbia· has a
reading week immediately
preceeding their one week of
exams. (NYLS has a two
week period for exams.) Columbia has their exams before
they break for Christmas recess. Those wanting the exams before Christmas argue

letter
To The Editor

m. -

COLUMBIA

NO
Apr. 27,
512-5111
5/8-5/15*****

*

Comment
that they can enjoy the recess with a clear head. But,
they have only one week in
which to prepare. Those arguing for exams after the
DhrJSl'mas break want'

!'hat'

extra time to study.
The measure of worth of
an academic calendar is how
it serves the needs of the students. The value depends upon what one is looking for in
such a calendar. If one is
looking for an early vacation,
he adopts an academic calendar which gets the required
work done in the minimum
number of weeks. However,
to spread the required work,
so as not to burden the students, and to spread exams
over two weeks, to give the
students more time to prepare and do well, another
type is needed.

Judges Speak To Students
As part of Phi Delta Civil Court, the methods
employed in reducing caPhi's speakers' program r ,
two
judges
recently lendar backlog, and gave
addressed students about
some tips on trial presenproblems concerning their tation. He concluded with
courts.
a spirited question-answer
On October 25th, Judge
period.
Seymour Lakwritz of the
Court of Claims Judge
Civil Court of the City Joseph Modugnospoke on
of New York, Queens November 22nd. His talk
County Branch commenced centered on the jurisdiction
his talk with a brief but and operation of the Court
comprehensive discussion
of Claims.
Refreshments
of wine
of the Civil Courts jurisdiction. He then spoke of and cheese were served
the establishment of the 'at the conclusion of both
New Housing Part of the talks.

NOTICE
Typographical errors, if any,
are the fault of the publisher
and not that of the Editorial
Baord.
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The Following Leader
:-Jis stand seems to be the popular one.
The hirsute, the unkempt, the
unconventional tide, from the
University to unisex, comprises
an easy target for the demagogue. Here is a group which
every superficially - patriotic
American can confidently despise. The counter-culturehas
little real political power, mainly
because it self-defeattngly refuses to work within a system
it captiously finds fatally oppressive.
Again' President
Nixon is
undoubtedly a\\are-~
of the validity of much of the
youthful c~iticism of unresponsive institutions in our society,
but, as always, it is easier
to insinuate than to investigate.
Undeniably, if crudely, Senator
McGovern was identified as the
hlppie in the recent election,
and the President as the personl •
f!catlon of the Establishment. I
do not denigrate the latter image
any more than I agree with the
former, but I do decry Mr.
Nixon's decided incapacity to
upgrade, through a more enlightened and decent example,
the common spirit athome,ashe
has apparently improved the
spirit of international (or at
least Big Power) cooperation.
Certainly we expect a politician
to act like a politician, but a
President should also be something more.
A final and most distressing
aspect of Mr. Nixon's selfserving scapegoating is his/ Ad ministration's harassment of the
press.
The subpoenaing of re·
porters and news executives, the
mood fua~ a w\.se.r \e.ade.r would
contrived attacks of Mr. Agnew,
try to genuinely lift, rather than and the threat of denied liplay down to.
cences, among other thlnas, re 'fleet the Nixonian attack on the
Although he personally has
long seemed enigmatic, mercurfree flow of i~rmatlon. Such
tactics are a throwback to the
ial, and publicly diffident, Mr.
practice of Medieval kings of
Nixon is a consummate polfttcutting off the heads of messenclan, in a more professional
gers
who brought unpopular
and potentially efficacious way
news.
It can do little longthan Lyndon Johnson, reputed
range good to blame bad news
master \\heeler-dealer and beon the bearer. To respond to
hind-the-scenes political magithe contents of the Pentagon
cian, ever Wis.
His political
acumen provides him with an
Papers or to the Watergate realmost uncannily keen sensivelations with attacks on the
tivity toward the gut feelings of
press is to allow fundamental
wrongs to go unlnspected and
the silent (read "dumb"' by the
uncorrected.
less discriminatfng) majority.
To rail against permissiveFor example, he was quick to
ness while countenancing dis•
realize that racial fears had
honesty and decePtion; to subtly
spread from the working class
promote the suggestion that one
(where changing employment and
group does not value work as
neighborhood situations had long
much as another, \\hile piously
ago stirred racial tensions)
claiming to be bringing us to•
through the usually more liberal
gether; to proudly proclaim that
upper-middle class. So he took
you watched football on TV while
up the artificial and deceptive
thousands of Americans came
antt-busmc cause.
This is a
to your door; to
contrived - issue,
because it agonized
lecture -.on the work ethic and
obscures with a cloud of emotion
then Veto bills for day-care
the real one, which few politicians are willing to confront:
centers and government-em•
Are we, both black and white,
ployment opportunity -- these
willing to seriously commit our·
are the hypocritical hallmark
selves to true economic cooperof the expedient politician.
ation and integrated neighborRichard
Nixon knows the
hoods, where local schools, like
viscera of America.
But it
local streets and the local job
doesn•t take guts to know what's
market, would be naturally Inteinside someone else's.
The
grated?
It is easier to play
real measure of a p:reat leader
on fear than to confront it and
may be his ab1lity to inspire
try to assuage it through open
the common
man to be un•
discourse. President Nixon reacommon. Thus far, Mr. Nixon's
lizes this, of course, and yet
domestic policy fails that test.
he carefully chooses the goodBut the nation still yearns for
polltics,
bad-leadership resinspiration, for a leader who
ponse of expediency.
He has
will have the courage and strength
acted similarly on other domesto help us face harsh realities
tic issues.
without meanness of spirit. lvlany
On the subject of amnesty,
people have. found the President
the President knows that every
refreshingly
bold in foreign
post-war perfod In our hlstory
policv. So now \..e wait, hopehas seen such compassion exfully - and searchingly, for the
tended.
But he saw another
Second C.Oming of the New Nixon.
chance to curry favor through
an emotional appeal, and his
instinct was, of course, correct.
ALAN SCHWARTZ

On a recent morning, the front
page of the New York Times
featured the following optimistic
headlines:
West Asks Soviet
and Bloc to Talks on Cutting
Forces;
Russians
to get
Pepsi-Cola
Plant;
Rogers
says U, s. ls Ready for Direct
Talk with Cuba. Unhappily,
, on that same morning, there were
several other, less
hopeful
stories: 2 Die in Clash with
Police on Baton Rouge campus;
In a remote Asian City, a U, s.
Girl Dies of Drugs; Hesburgh
Quits Rights Panel at Request
of White Bouse,
This surely unintentional but
- strikingly
revealing
juxtaposition of positive and negative
national events is illustrative
of the disturbing dichotomy between America's largely salubrious foreign-policy outlook,
and her unhealthy domestic atmosphere.
This philos~it:al
schizophrenia affecistheAmerican people through their President. Mr. Nixon is unwilling
to apply to domestic issues the
same innovative zeal he has
devoted so steadily and so
successfully to the conduct of
international relations. Indeed,
he has been widely quoted as be·
lieving that a President is elected
mostly to run foreign affairs,
that a competent cabinet could
run things at home. This twoheaded but one-sided view has
confused the people, aggravated
their desultory mood, and di·
rnlntshedthelr self-esteem.
Richard Nixon is the man best
suited to the mood of the American people today. But it is a

'.
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Panelists from left to right:
Joseph T. Arenson, Robert
Chief Law Assistant, surrogate's
Court, Bronx County and Jack
Turret, Law Assistant, Surrogate's Court, New York County.
Professor Arenson, who has
conducted many seminars, is
expected to conduct others at the

11 I
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Arenson Conducts Seminar
Covering Contested Estates
01 October 26th the topic of
Contested Estates drew an
·
overflow crowd as Joseph T.
Arenson conducted a two and one
half hour question and answer
session at the New York County
Professor Arenson, counsel to
the Public Administrator of the
County of New York and the
Professor of Wills and Dece dents" Estates at N.Y.L.s .. prepared 100 questions relating to
the dead mans" statute, will contests, right of election, the appolntment
of administrators,
Privileged communications, dtscovery procedlngs, kinship procedings, accounting procedfngs
and attorneys" fees.
The five distinguished panelists and members of the bar who
responded to the questions in turn
were: Patrick Castelluclo, Chlef
Law
Assistant,
Surrogate's
Court, Nassau County; Robert
Farrell, Chief Law Assistant,
surrogate's Court, Queens County: John F. O'Boyle, Chief Law
Assistant,
Surrogate's Court,
I<lngs County; Ben J. Perry,

I

Phi Delta Phi

The brothers and sisters of
oWight Inn welcome our new
pledges to membership in the
Inn. For the first time, first
year-first term students have
been admitted.
Storey Inn at
Columbia
has also admitted
them this year.
Among the
questions asked of each prospective pledge at Chamber for
the Fall initiation was, whether
or not they would be willing to
work on one of our committees.
They all exhibited a refreshingly
positive
attitude toward this
question and a most optimistic
degree of enthusiasm toward
promoting the goals and ideals
of Phi Delta Phi.
They will
have a choice of working on any
of the following committees:
John O'Boyle, Ben J. Perry,
SPEAKERS, TOURS AND COMFarrell.
MUNITY SERVICE, POLICE OB•
PLACEMENT,
New York County
Lawyers' ·SERVERS,
Association, 14 Vesey Street, THEATER PARTIES, GROUP
across from St. Paul's. These SEMINAR and the SPRING INIpanels provide the student with TIATION, which is sponsored by
a fascinating and stimulating
Barristers Inn and will proeducational evening.
bably be held in April.

INTERVIEW WITH JOHN THORTON

Our last
general business
meeting of the term will be
December 20th at 5:15 P.m. in
Room 501. Reports willbemade
by all officers and all committee chairmen. At that meeting a motion will be made to
expel · from membership any
member who misses three meetings in a row. This new pollcy
will be initiated, if passed, be·
ginning In January, Itwill,of
course, include elected officers.
Meetings are held once a month
and all members are expected
to attend.
·
On this point, members should
be willing to ask themselves
what they can contribute to the
fraternity and not just what the
fraternity is able to do for them.
We have many varied and in·
teresting plans for the SPring
term. We need the help of our
entire
membership to carry
them through.
Dwight Inn has
an obligation to our membership,
to the student body and to the
law school to foster cooperation
and harmony
within the law
school and a positlve atmosphere
for change whenever necessary.
We also have an obligation to
encourage professional contacts
within the legal community as
well as the necessity to inform
them of our professional worth
as well as of our very existence,

Continued from page 1
tact than in years past.
able one, according to some obmensely,
and those post-war
"But this competence," Mr.
servers -- Mr. Thornton had difficulties are in most minds
Thornton went on, "should also
this to say: "The standing of
a thing of the past.
I have
include exposure to the practino law school is as high as it
found in my own experience in
calities of law practice, especimight be. It's a very subjecpractice that New York Law
ally trial work, and the ruditive thing, since there is no
School is favorably regarded.
ments of dealing with clients.
organized procedure for rating
I don't see why any student
that the job market for young
There is a problem in setting
law schools.
It is true that
here should have any inferiority
lawyers is much more difficult
up programs which require going the closing of the school befeeling, I've had experience with
than it was a few years ago.
outside the classroom, with acticause of the exigencies of World
many law schools and I have
One should keep a perspective,
vities not under the supervision
War 2, and the difficulties of
no doubt that the quality of the
and not assume that the few best
of professors at all times, but
reopening
it left unfavorable
New York Law School student
job opportunities are typical of
I would . still like to see us
memories in the minds of some
upon graduation compares favorthe general job market for young
make more use of our commupeople. But with our advances
ably with that of law schools in
lawyers throughout the country."
nity. We're very close to the
in the last one or two decades,
this country generally.
~oui;:ts and administrative agenour reputation has improved im "Another_ factor of course is
cies of all levels o[ government, r
and I
think that one oi our
objectives should be to make
fuller use of such facilities."
NEW DIRECTIONS
"Also, I think we're going to
The winner of .the first Equitas Name the
iCriptio~ to Eqhltas outside the main floor eleo.\ the subject of his own have to decide on what is the Case
Contest is Stuart Fischer, a third year
vator doors as each issue is released.
· plals for the school, the new
optimum size of our law school.
Section A student.
He submitted the correct
Same rules for this issue's cartoon - reChairman expressed the hope
We must face up to the problem
answer less than three hours from the time
member SPEED in returning your entries is
that he could carry on the ' of adequate facilities. A larger
Equitas hit the streets.,
very important.
Judge's quality of leadership and
student body will mean different
Stu - you can pick· up your year's free sub"move forward in other areas."
administrative and faculty needs,
He
asserted that the school · and physical requirements - "should aim in the directionclassroom and library space,
of a somewhat larger faculty,
for example - - would be greater.
and a greater variety in semiAll this involves the question
nars and clinical courses.
My of finances.
We've tried 'to
concept of a law school involves
keep our tuition relatively low,
~
a basic core curriculum. The
but desirable advancements do
basic subjects are more im ~
not come cheap."
portant today because of the
Concerning the sensitive subincreasing tendency of younger
ject of NYLS' s image in the
lawyers to get involved in cases
legal community -- an unfavorat a higher level of client conobviously one of the main com ponents
of a law school's
strength.
Entrance requirements, now at a very high level,
have been raised consistently,
to the point where we now must,
unfortunately, turn a way many
qualified students."
· Mr. Thornton went on to praise
Judge Froessel (and President
Sylvester Smith) for encouraging
a more active role by the student body in school affairs. "In
recent years the SBA was organized - - not an easy task - - and
a Constitution written, and many
other facets of student life have
been created and enlarged."

Fischer Wins Case Contest

A DAY WITH THE D.A.

C<>ntlnued from page 3
facie case. There is no defense
work.
You get a lot of resattorney to badger you. But the ponsibility fast, and you learn
Criminal Courts Bureau puts fast. But also, this wor.k gi.ves
you directly into the adversary
you the chance to do Justice,
system, and you've got to be
and- -" he paus~d for effect. -ready to do battle."
"the power to do It. You can disStill later in the A.D.A. 's
pense more justice in a prosecutor's job than most people
eer, he or she will move up
realize."
to one of the "Senior Bureaus":
Moreover,
Mr.
Schlanger
the Supreme Court Bureau, which
"This job provides a
handles felony matters, or the added,
chance for
dedication.
The
Rackets, Frauds, Homicide, or
money is not really that great,
Appeals Bureau.
but there is a great challenge,
intellectually and professionally.
PERSONAL VIEW
It develops your personal perspective, giving uou a 'sixth
Mr. Schlanger, content at 26
sense' to feel the merits of a
with the prospect of a long and
case."
fulfilling legal career, feels that
Finally, Mr. Schlanger rea District Attorney's Office proturned to what seemed an overvides the young lawyer with
riding concern:
"But it's imvast and unique opportunities.
portant to be compassionate. If
"One can gain more experience
you're not, then you are not
here than in most other legal
fulfilling the role property."
FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
W.ak-ln, ~ofit.
licensed
Center for Riproductive and
Sauel Helllth (Women's Ser·
wicel) 424 E. 62 St. 758-7310

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
by a perfectionist. Experi·
enced legal secretary. All
academic work; also business work, manuscripts, tape
transcription. Fast. Accurate. Reasonable. 628-7291.
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Judge Discusses Contempt At Advocacy Seminar
By RENEE SACKS

Criminal lawyers are not reORDER is not a question here.
Judge Murphy said that having presentative of the mainstream,
Schwartz began. Judges resent
another judge hear the contempt
was a mixed blessing. A chief you. You tend to get identified
judge. could assign his meanest with the interest of your client.
judge to hear all the contempt You're a panther lawyer, a
'gay' lawyer, a 'junky' lawyer.
cases he pointed out.
Also,
A criminal attorney may point
judges tend to stick together
because they never know when out the way a jury is empanelled
is a denial of due process, and
the positions are going to be
the judge will take umbrage and
reversed and a contempt hearMr.
ing from THEIR courtroom would cite him for contempt,
Schwartz pointed out that civil
be heard in front of the judge
lawyers are rarely held in confrom whose courtroom the questempt. He supposed judges were
tion has come to him.
The ABA wants a grievance reluctant to take on most big
committee to deal with contempt firms. Prosecutors, too, are
questions.
The record along rarely cited.
Frequently,
the
criminal
with a letter would be sent to
problem, Schwartz
the committee. Judge Murphy lawyer's
felt
that in many cases the asserted, is not his behavior
The judge may not
sanctions imposed by the ABA in court.
would be harder than those im- like the way the lawyer is dealing with witnesses who are part
posed presently,
Judge Murphy urged all attor- of the town's establishment.
neys to have with them in the He may not like the fact that
courtroom at a JI times, the ABA the cop is lying, the witness
telling the truth.
standards for judges.

Judge Timothy Murphy of the
Superior Court of the District
of Columbia and Jay Schwartz,
a criminal lawyer from Racine,
Wisconsin, discussed the dramatic rise in the number of
attorneys cited for contempt in
recent years at the Fifth Annual
Criminal Advocacy Seminar
which was held here in New
York in November.
Judge Murphy discussed contempt from the judges' point of
view. He cautioned his audience
to remember that they were
dealing with a basicallyirascible
group of people.
Most judges pot to be judges
because they were active in
political life
or active trial
lawyers. Judges come from the
same background as the lawyers
in front of them, but now they
can't play.
Once a lawyer who thought on
his feet, a judge is now required to think sittinv down.
CONTEMPT: A DEFENSE ATThe transition isn't easy for
TORNEY'S VIEW
many judges.
A lawyer turned judge is
Jay Schwartz,
a criminal·
faced with the incredible borelawyer from Racine, Wisconsin
dom of being a judge, Murphy
commented, a little sadly. He presented another view of contempt.
has to listen to the same speakers
make the same speeches; an
active
person, now he isn't
allowed to interfere.
He has
to impose minimum sanctions.
He has to endure obnlxlousness,
You have a weapon over the
prosecution, but no power at all
over the 'nomad' lawyer in political cases.
You have some
power over courr-appoluted attorueys,
But if a judue is to maintain
order, he has to have power to
malutaln orderly process. Abuse
meant that a judge's inherent
contempt power has been limited
by statute.
The BERGER case, the judge
noted, says that c.ounse1 can
strike hard and fair blows,
and the DELINGER case that
counsel can be obnoxlons without be inu in contempt.
These standards are minefields
for defense lawyers,
Murphy asserted. They can be
defined any way the appellate
court wants to. What is obnoxious to one judge is contempt to another.

WHAT IF YOU ARE CITED?
lf it's a one-shot and the
lawyer is defending traditional
clients, he should go to talk
to the judge when the latter cools
off and apologize.

If, however, the attorney is
a controversial person, he can't
afford admission of actual contempt, because the rest of the
bar doesn't understand what's
happening by abuse of contempt
power.
1f you are cited,
Schwartz warned, don't be your
own lawyer.
Ask yourself what results you
want, Schwartz advised. Are
you working for an appellate
record or do you want to try
to get your client off on a trial
level?
Most people charged with
crimes, he noted wryly were
not as enthusiastic about reforming the American criminal justice as they were in being
acquitted.
A judge must tell a lawyer
whether he's in civil contempt
(interfering with the rights of
other parties) or cirminal (in•
terfering with the rights of the
court),
lf the attorney does decide to

make a record, he must attempt
to make the a prosecutor and
have it show in every line.
.Schwartz agrees with Judge
Murphy that asking for another
judge wasn't the answer because
the judge has to back up his
friends.

Other reasons for the rise
in the number of attorneys cited
for contempt that Schwartz discussed were the rise in the
number of unpopular causes
handled by lawyers which threatened and antagonized the establishment judges.
There was also what Schwartz
called the image problem of the
court.
Judges are like other minority groups, he asserted.
They go to conventions, and they
run their courtrooms and
handle obstreperous lawyers.
The judge feels that unless he
has an obst repo rous lawyer, he's
out of it.
So, many judges are looking for
conternptous behavior on the
laywers are more prone to interpret vigorous defense as contempt.
Judges are very upset if the
defense attorney interferes with
the calendar but acts of contempt go to the heart of the
respect the court is entitled to,
not must messing up the calendar.
Both Judge Murphy and Arterney Schwartz agreed that it was
Impo rtany to know the judge, to
know the applicable cases and
make a careful record.

LAW STUDENT AIDS
National Centre for 40 Years

UNIVERSAL LAW BOOK CO., INC.,

Woolworth Building,
233 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 10007,
(212) 227-0163

SUMMARY CONTEMPT
1f the attorney is cited for
summary contempt
the [udve
must certify the record.
He
must specify the act that made
it necessary for him to take
immediate steps, otherwise, the
contempt will be reversed. A
lawyer can get another judge to
preside at his contempt hearing
if he can show t3at the judge 1
became personally embroiled in
the controversy or was, 1n an
adversary position.
1f the judge Wa.its, the artcrney has a good chance of having
it heard by someone else since

BAR EXAMS AREN'T
LIKE
LA'/'( SCHOOL EXAMS
Knowing how to write answers
the way Bar Examiners want to
see them written can make the critical difference.
Why not get the
feel of 16 Bar Exam questions now,
before the June pressure?
Hundreds of students from
New York Law School have been
convinced that what they learned .
at THE.,KASS PROBLEM. ANAL·.
YSIS,.CLINICS
are essential to th
their success in the Bar Exam.
Why not ATTEND
THE FIRST
CLINIC·ABSOLUTEL
Y FREE·
on Feb. 4th, 1973 and see for
yourself?
.
Six successice Sundays, start·
ing Feb. 4th, 1-4 pm in the Riverside Plaza Hotel, 2S3 w. 73rd St.,
St., N.Y.C.-Fee $60.
Seniors can attend our Feb.,
1973 series before and our June,
1973 series, upon graduation,
upon payment of only one fee. A
TOTAL OF 32 0°IFFERENT,
VERY FIFFICULT
ESSAYS WILL
BE COVERED
IN BOTH SERIES.
For further information,
contact agents Richard Johnston and
Philip Mondello or KASS PROB·
LEM ANALYSIS
CLINICS,
27
William St., N.Y.C. (WH 3·2690)

We stock all p.ublications
required for law study including:
horn books
case digests
restatements
law summaries

law reviews
case outlines

Happy Holidays ...
Good Luck With Final Exams
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NYLS: from The Back Of The Bus
BY LINDA NELSON

·

I start this article with a bias.
It is the bias of having dealt
with adults as an adult and then
realizing I was being treated as
a child incapable of deciding
my own needs and future. The
result? A cavalier disregard
for my goals under the guise of
school policy.
Consequently.
I feel justified in this somewhat
childish explosion of rage I now
direct at NYLS.

REASON FOR STAND
I guess rm just tired of sitting
at the back of the bus while some
The source of my outrage is
unknowi power rumbles along
In the final semester of
unaware of my existence. not this:
heeding my back-seat directions. an education designed to award
After four years of tolerating a degree which will place me in
and ignoring I realize that my the peer group of most of the
administration
and
outrage is not unique among faculty.
the riders of this bus. Now it Board of Directors, I (and all
must be voiced to that phantom graduating students) have been
told that another course is now .
bus driver.
required for graduation. This

You are cordially
invited to attend the
unveiling of a
beautiful new

New York Law School
CLASS RING

L

Review Books
Available For All Law Courses
Highest Prices Paid For
Textbooks With Resale Value

Pace College Bookstore
2 Spruce Street
New York, New York 10038
(Just South of City Hall)
349.7577 '285r3605

course. Creditor's" Rights. has
been dug up from past history;
It is not prescribed out of any
desire to broaden our education
but to avoid the possibility that
3- D students
might take 2
(Mercy Me!) electives in their
final semester.
According to
Dean Rafalko, two electives are
impossible for exam scheduling
reasons because a student might
end up with twoexams in the same
day (as if that has never happened).
The problem is more far•
reaching. Night students must
maintain
substantially the
same curriculum as day students.
Although in the past
there has been variation (Admin. of Criminal Justice was
required of Illy Students only).
4- E must now also take Creditors' Rights.
This charitable
·act has worse repercussions
among some 4-E students.Those
who have given up their summers
to lighten their load during the
school year may now find that
in order to graduate they must
carry a heavy 11 credits in
their final evening semester.
QUICK REACTIONS
Some students saw the squeeze
play coming and realized that
they might graduate with 82
credits (80 required for graduation).
They stampeded to
shorten their current load by
dropping an elective. But. two
enterprising future officers of
the court beat them out. Murray
Gordon and Barry Selip (who
coincidentally is a 4-E class
rep) felt the change in the wind
and dropped their current elective.
This tipped off Dean
Rafalko; he made an ad hoc
decision to prohibit all further
schedule

changes.

Now, the

uninformed observer would ask,
Bow can this be?
what are
the rules governing schedule
changes? NYLS gleefully replies,
Aye. there's the rub!
There are no rules.
Arrangements were
made to
allow graduating students to drop
current electives. Dean Rafalko
has proposed to recommend at
the next facuity meeting that
Creditors' Rights be Optional.
Optional does not mean elective.
The Dean defines this
uniquely NYLS phenomenon as
follows: those students who can
only achieve 78 hours by taking
required courses next term must
take Creditors" Rights rather
than an elective. · If you have
bingoed and can make 80 credits.
it is not required,
Electives
will be offered.
Practically
speaking who will take them?
People like myself.
I have
80 credits in January but can't
graduate
because of time

credits.
One might say rm
hanging around next semester
for the ride.
So what's the big problem,
you maY ask, The Creditors' Rights
(we \o,On•t discuss
why not
Debtor's" Rights) fiasco is
symptomatic oi a general malaise.
It is the rule and not
the exception that decisions are
made affecting the student body
without
knowledge or apparent concern for our needs and
goals.
As writer of the Equltas Alumni column and victim of the
Games NYLS Piays I believe
that any student or recent alumna
knows whereof I speak, The unresponsiveness, the lack of any
authority
figure with actual
authority, the failure to recognize that education of students is
NYLS' only role and that the
interests of those studnts must
be given priority, are primarily
responsible for NYLS' tarnished
image among students and the
legal community. The lack of
accountability coupled with the
desire to self-perpetuate while
not making waves has resulted
in a stagnant pond.
That phantom driver sets the
mood and direction for the rest
of the bus. Baby, if the ride is
bad you'll never go back. Worse
yet, you'll tell the world. And if
the day ever comes when people
aren't willing to go to just any
law school, that phantom driver
will look back and find the bus
empty.
(The Deants proposal concerning Credito rs' Rights was approved at the faculty meeting of
Dec, 7. - Ed.)

STUDENT CONFERENCE
Continued from page 1

books a semester can save over
$100,00 for a three year period.
At the conference Fordham
Law Schoolformally offered to
allow the other metropolitan Law
Schools to join their co-op. Each
law school S.B.A. President
would have a list distributed so
that interested students would
sign. This list would then be
forwarded to Fordham for odering and processing the required
texts.
Syracuse Law School seems
to have attacked the problem a
little differently. There, a legal
Fraternity runs a used bookstore. A 5o/o service charge is
levied on each book sold. Last
year the students netted themselves $2,300.00.
RICK ENTIN

CORRECTION.
In the last issue of EQUITAS
in the· Law Forum News story
the last sentence of the second
paragraph should have read: Invitation is on the basis of grades
and
final selection of staff
members is on the basis of the
comments
which they write.
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